This paper investigates the consensus tracking problem for second-order multi-agent systems without/with input delays. Randomized quantization scheme is considered in the communication channels, and impulsive consensus tracking algorithms using position-only information are proposed for the consensus tracking of multi-agent systems. Based on the algebraic graph theory and stability theory of impulsive systems, sufficient and necessary conditions for consensus tracking are studied. It is found that consensus tracking for second-order multi-agent systems without/with input delays can be achieved by appropriately choosing the sampling period and control gains which are determined by second/third degree polynomials. Simulations are performed to validate the theoretical results.
Introduction
During the last two decades, the consensus problem in multiagent systems has attracted considerable attention due to its broad applications including synchronization [1] , formation control [2] , flocking [3] , and sensor networks [4] . The main objective of consensus problem in multiagent systems is to design distributed control that enables all agents in a network to reach an agreement with a certain characteristic.
Recently, the leader-following structure containing one leader and some followers has been introduced into the consensus. Particularly, consensus with a static leader is named consensus regulation problem, and consensus with an active leader is named consensus tracking problem [5] . In the consensus tracking problem, a portion of the followers can obtain the leader's information while other followers can only obtain their neighbors' information. The task of consensus tracking is to make all the followers track the leader. Many valuable results on consensus tracking have been obtained in the existing literatures with different features including variable topology [6, 7] , coupling time delays [8] , and networkbased communication [9] .
It is worthwhile to mention that most of the consensus tracking algorithms proposed in the above-mentioned literatures require both position and velocity information among neighbouring agents. Unfortunately, in order to reduce equipment costs and network traffic, the agents might not be equipped with velocity sensors in many applications such as some robots and air vehicles systems. Thus the velocity of each agent may not be obtained in these special multiagent systems. To address the limitation, consensus algorithms without any velocity information are proposed in [10] [11] [12] .
On the other hand, in all of the aforementioned works, one major shortcoming of the proposed algorithms for the consensus tracking of multiagent systems is the reliance on the exchange of analog data. It demands quite a broad bandwidth and enough communication power in the information interaction. But in practical situations, communication channels are always with finite bandwidth and finite power so that only a finite number of bits can be transmitted [13] [14] [15] . When the constraints are considered, communication with unquantized data is impractical [16, 17] . The authors proposed distributed algorithms in which the agents utilize quantized communication information to communicate with each other [14, [18] [19] [20] . The probabilistic quantization scheme was adopted in the agents interaction [14, 18] . In [21] , logarithmic quantizer was used to quantize the state of agents in the multiagent systems.
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Inspired by the above discussion, randomized quantization scheme is considered in the communication channels in this paper. At the sampling instant, the states of agents are sampled and quantized utilizing this scheme before being transmitted to their neighbors. Since the impulsive control strategy is proved to be a very effective control strategy in many fields due to its various advantages such as smaller control effort (only operates at sampling times), less information required (only needs the information at sampling times), and simple implementation [22] [23] [24] [25] , it is taken into consideration in our work. In conclusion, the main contribution of this paper includes the following two aspects: (1) the design of impulsive consensus tracking algorithms using the position-only information for the multiagent systems without/with input delays; (2) the introduction of randomized quantization scheme which is applied to the quantization of agents' information before communication, which is different from our previous works on impulsive algorithms [22, 24, 26] . It is worth pointing out that studying the effect of time delays on the consensus of multiagent systems is meaningful. Generally, there are two kinds of time delays in multiagent systems: communication delays and input delays. Communication delays are related to communication among agents while input delays are related to processing and connecting time for the packets arriving at each agent [27] . Input delay is studied in this paper. It is shown that the second-order multiagent systems without/with input delays can reach quantized consensus tracking if the sampling period and control gains are appropriately designed from polynomials with different orders.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminaries and problem formulation are given. The impulsive consensus tracking algorithms utilizing quantized communication for second-order multiagent systems without/with time delays are presented in Section 3 and the quantized consensus tracking is proved to be reached. In Section 4, numerical examples are given to illustrate the theoretical analysis. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.
Preliminary and Problem Formulation
In this section, some basic concepts used throughout this paper are introduced. Let R denote the set of real numbers and let N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}. 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is the column vector. is the identity matrix of order . 0 × denotes the matrix with all elements equal to zero.
Preliminaries in Graph
Theory. For a multiagent system with agents, let G = {V, E, A} be a directed graph with the set of vertices V(G) = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V }, the set of edges E(G) ⊆ V(G) × V(G), and a weighted adjacency matrix A(G) = ( ) × . An edge of G is denoted by = (V , V ), where V is called the parent vertex of V and V the child of V . The adjacency elements associated with the edges are nonnegative. For , ∈ V, ∈ E(G) ⇔ > 0, and assume that = 0. The set of neighbors of node V is denoted by
, for = , and = − , for ̸ = , where , = 1, 2, . . . , .
Definitions and Notations.
For a multiagent system, an agent is called a leader if the agent has no neighbor and an agent is called a follower if the agent has neighbors. In this paper, we will consider a multiagent system consisting of one active leader and followers. Let G denote the interaction topology of the followers and be Laplacian matrix of G. Let G denote the interaction topology of the multiagent system containing the followers and the leader. Let = ( ) × describe the connection between follower and the leader.
> 0 if and only if there exists a direct path from the leader to the follower; otherwise, = 0. The multiagent system with followers and one leader can be described bẏ
where ( ) ∈ R and ( ) ∈ R, = 1, 2, . . . , , are the position and velocity of agent and ( ) is control input at time . 0 ( ) ∈ R, 0 ( ) ∈ R, and ( ) are the position, velocity, and the acceleration of the dynamic leader, respectively. The followers aim to track the leader in this paper. It is assumed that the communication among agents only occurs at sampling instants, and the sampling intervals are periodic with period ℎ. The sampling information needs to be quantized before being transmitted to the neighbor agents.
Randomized Quantization Scheme. In the following, a quantization scheme adopted in this paper is introduced. Suppose that the scalar value is quantized by a uniform quantizer with quantization interval . Obviously, there exists an integer such that ∈ [ , ( + 1) ). Inspired by [14, 28] , the data can be quantized by the probabilistic manner:
where = ( − )/ . Define Q(⋅) as the quantization operation. One has expectation and variance in the following form:
In this scheme, the randomized quantized value is equal to the original unquantized value in expectation. Let = Q( ) − be the quantization error; the above formula can be rewritten as
Definition 1.
The quantized consensus tracking in the multiagent system (1) is said to be achieved if, for any initial state,
where ( ), ( ) are monotonously increasing functions satisfying lim → 0 ( ) = 0, lim → 0 ( ) = 0.
Before presenting the consensus tracking analysis, we first give the following lemmas which will be used in our work.
Lemma 2 (see [29] 
Lemma 4 (see [31] ). Matrix and > 0 are given. There exists a matrix norm ‖‖ such that
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Delays. Assume sampling period in the multiagent system is a positive constant ℎ, the sampling time sequence can be noted as a set Φ = {0, 1 , . . . , , . . .}, = 1, 2, . . .. On count of the velocities ( ), 0 ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , , cannot be obtained; we propose the following impulsive algorithm for system (1):̇(
where
What is worth pointing out is that ( ) = ( ) + ( ), where ( ) are the position information which are not quantized, and ( ) are denoted as the quantization error of agent at the time = satisfying ( 2 ) ⩽ 2 /4, where is the quantization interval of each agent in the system. Assume that ( ) is left-hand continuous at = . 1 > 0, 1 > 0, and 2 > 0 are the control gains that need to be designed.
Denote ( + ) = ( +1 ). From system (6), one can easily get
Then for Definition 1, the quantized consensus tracking is achieved if and only if
For ∈ ( , +1 ], one has
Let Ψ ( ) = ( ( ), ( ), ( )) , Φ( ) = (Ψ 1 ( ), Ψ 2 ( ), . . . , Ψ ( )) , and Ω( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( )) . Then controlled system (6) can be rewritten into a matrix form as Proof. Define ( ) = (Φ( ) ⊗ Φ( )) and thus the quantized consensus tracking of system algorithm (6) can be studied by analyzing ( ) since
where ‖ ⋅ ‖ 1 , ‖ ⋅ ‖ 2 denote the 1-norm and 2-norm, respectively. Then from (11), one has
Necessity. If ( ) ≥ 1, the system (14) must be diverging and the system (6) cannot achieve the quantized consensus tracking since ( ⊗ ) ≥ 1.
Sufficiency. If ( ) < 1, then ( ⊗ ) < 1. According to Lemma 4, there exist a matrix norm ‖ ⋅ ‖ and a constant < 1 satisfying
provided that is small enough. And then from (14) , one has
wherẽ= 12 2 ‖ ⊗ ‖ , is the quantized interval. It is easy to know that lim → ∞ ‖ ( + 1)‖ ≤̃/(1 − ) since < 1. Therefore, there exists a positive constant ⩾ 0 such that
Obviously, there exist constants > 0 and > 0 satisfy-
According to Definition 1, it is easy to obtain that the quantized consensus tracking in the controlled system (6) can be achieved. Then this lemma is proved. 
is Hurwitz stable, where , = 1, 2, . . . , , are the eigenvalues of + .
Proof. Let
where , = 1, 2, . . . , , are the eigenvalues of + . Assume that + have different eigenvalues , = 1, 2, . . . , . There exists a invertible matrix such that + = 
where is the algebraic multiplicity of , = 1, 2, . . . , . Motivated by [30, 32] , one has 
Obviously, the polynomial ( ) is Schur stable if and only if the polynomial ( ) is Hurwitz stable. And, then, the controlled system (6) 
Remark 7.
In Theorem 6, a necessary and sufficient condition for the quantized consensus tracking for the controlled system (6) without input delays is established as a polynomial with order two. For a given topology, whether directed or undirected, one could choose appropriate control gains
Theorem 8. Assume that G is a directed graph. The controlled system (6) can achieve the quantized consensus tracking if and only if the directed graphG contains a spanning tree and
holds, where
) .
(27)
Proof. According to Theorem 6, note that
From Lemma 2, if the directed graphG has a spanning tree, then Re( ) > 0, = 1, 2, . . . , . According to Lemma 3, the complex polynomial̂( ) is Hurwitz stable if and only if > 0, and
It is easy to prove that > 0 is equivalent to Re( )( 1 − 2 Re( )) − Im 2 ( ) 2 > 0. Then this proof is completed.
Corollary 9. Assume that G is an undirected graph. The controlled system (6) can achieve the quantized consensus tracking if and only if theG contains a spanning tree and
holds, where max is the maximum eigenvalue of + .
Proof. According to Lemma 2, if the undirected graphG has a spanning tree, then > 0, = 1, 2, . . . , . As this corollary is a special case of Theorem 8 where Re( ) = and Im( ) = 0, one can easily obtain the condition (29) by a simple calculation. Then Corollary 9 is proved.
Impulsive Algorithm Utilizing Quantization Communication with Input Delays.
In some practical situations, the input time delays always exist, which cannot be ignored. When the time delays (assume that < ℎ is time-invariant) are introduced into the protocol, one can consider the impulsive algorithm aṡ(
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Let
then the controlled system (30) can be rewritten as 
Lemma 10. When the input delays are considered, the controlled system (30) can achieve quantized consensus tracking if and only if (̂) < 1.
Proof. It is easy to prove this lemma in a way that is similar to what is used in Lemma 5. Definê( ) = (Ξ( ) ⊗ Ξ( )).
Analogously, one has lim
And then this proof is completed.
Theorem 11. The controlled (30) can achieve quantized consensus tracking if and only if the directed graphG has a spanning tree and the polynomial
is Hurwitz stable, where , = 1, 2, . . . , , are the eigenvalues of
where , = 1, 2, . . . , are the eigenvalues of + . According to Lemma 10, it is easy to know that the controlled system (30) can achieve quantized consensus tracking if and only if (̂) < 1, = 1, 2, . . . , . Note that
Let̂(
and then one haŝ( ) = 3 + 2 2 + 1 + 0 . Let
It can be rewritten in the following form:
Obviously, polynomial̂( ) is Schur stable if and only if polynomial̂( ) is Hurwitz stable. It is easy to conclude that the controlled system (30) can achieve the quantized consensus tracking if and only if̂( ) is Hurwitz stable. Then this theorem is proved.
Remark 12. Similar to Theorem 6, a necessary and sufficient condition for the quantized consensus tracking for the controlled system (30) is derived as a polynomial with order three in Theorem 11. For a given topology with determinate input delays , whether directed or undirected, one could also choose appropriate control gains 1 , 1 , 2 and sampling period ℎ such that condition (39) is satisfied. 
hold. 
Numerical Simulations
In this section, some numerical simulations are given to demonstrate the theorem analysis. Consider a multiagent system with 8 agents (a leader and 7 followers) which is shown in Figure 1 . The Laplacian matrix is Figure 2 , the quantized tracking consensus can be achieved. While ℎ = 0.40, it cannot be achieved, which is shown in Figure 3 .
When input delays are taken into consideration, choose 1 = 0.2, 1 = 1, 2 = 1, ℎ = 0.4, and = 0.02, which satisfies Theorem 11. As it is shown in Figure 4 , the quantized consensus tracking can be achieved. But when 1 = 0.2, 1 = 1, 2 = 1, ℎ = 0.4, and = 0.06, the system cannot achieve the consensus tracking, which is shown in Figure 5 .
Remark 14.
As a matter of fact, the quantized consensus tracking is clearly not a strict consensus; that is, all agents in the network do not have the same value as the leader.
There are still some errors in quantized consensus tracking which can be found in the simulation results of Figures 4 and 6. According to Definition 1, this phenomenon is easily explained because the consensus quality is closely related to the quantized interval or even determined by it. Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 6 , it can be found that the later errors ( = 1) are bigger than the former ( = 0.2) under the same control gains, sampling interval, and time delay. Therefore, in order to achieve a more accurate quantized consensus tracking, smaller quantized interval should be taken into account in practical applications.
Conclusions
In this paper, the consensus tracking problems for secondorder multiagent systems without/with input delays are studied. We propose impulsive consensus tracking algorithms without velocity measurements. Considering the constraints of communication channels with finite bandwidth and finite power, randomized quantization scheme is introduced in our work. Information of agents in the multiagent systems is quantized using this scheme before being transmitted to their neighbors. Some sufficient and necessary conditions for consensus tracking are obtained. By appropriately choosing the sampling period and control gains such that this condition holds, the second-order multiagent systems without/with input delays can achieve quantized consensus tracking. Finally, numerical simulations are given to illustrate the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, future efforts will focus on adaptive and output feedback extensions of the developed controllers to reduce the required amount of state and model knowledge.
